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Until recently, telecommunications transport networks have been built using SONET/
SDH transmission equipment.  Carriers have anticipated the advantages that metro
optical networks (MONs) promise, but available equipment has a number of disadvan-
tages and deployment has been limited.  Fujitsu has developed a third-generation
optical transport system called FLASHWAVE 7500 Release 4.1 (R4.1).  This product
overcomes many of the problems of previous generations of MONs.  The FLASHWAVE
7500 R4.1 will enable carriers to cost effectively build networks to carry large amounts
of traffic of any type.  It will greatly simplify traffic engineering and span engineering,
enabling more efficient network configurations.  This paper briefly describes the
history of optical networks, the technologies used in these networks, and how the
issues encountered by previous generations have been overcome.

1. Introduction
Fiber optic transmission has been used in

telecommunications networks since the late 1970s.
It was initially used to extend span distances, save
fiber, and eliminate expensive electrical repeat-
ers.  These uses were enabled by improvements
in lasers and the development of erbium-doped
optical fiber amplifiers (EDFAs).1)  Additionally,
filter and grating component developments
allowed wavelength multiplexing, which places
multiple wavelengths on a single fiber, to support
the increased demand for bandwidth.  For
almost 30 years, practical optical applications
were restricted to long-haul, high-bandwidth
transmissions.

The cost of long-haul transmission was very
high due to the high cost of fiber, electrical regen-
eration, and maintenance, and these costs made
it easy to justify the use of optical technologies
based solely upon the savings achieved.  While
optical technologies showed great promise in
metro optical networks (MONs), the requirements
of a MON are quite different from those of a long-

haul network, and the technologies developed for
long haul did not readily transfer to MON net-
works.  Initial metro applications started in the
late 1990s, but typically used point-to-point Dense
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) and
were used where fiber capacity was full and new
construction costs were high.

This paper describes the history of optical
networks. We have developed a third-generation
optical transport system to overcome many prob-
lems of previous generations of MONs.  This paper
also introduces how the issues encountered by
previous generations have been overcome.

2. MONs
MONs have stringent requirements, for

example, they require the ability to add and drop
wavelengths from nodes around a ring.  They are
also sensitive to equipment and operating costs.
Two important technologies in MON design and
operation are span engineering and traffic engi-
neering.  Span engineering, which is the design
of optical parameters, needs to be simple.  Traffic
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engineering, which is used to decide where traffic
is added and dropped, not only needs to be simple
but also flexible to meet the distributed and
varying traffic demands in a MON.  The physical
changes required to add and drop wavelengths
must be easy to make and should not affect
channels already on the network.  Many different
types of traffic and services need to be carried on
a ring, and more advanced networks need the
ability to optically pass traffic from one network
to another.  The two over-riding requirements for
a MON are low cost and simplicity.
1) First generation.

Improvements in optical technology in the
late 1990s resulted in lower amplifier costs and
new devices such as fiber Bragg gratings.  These
improvements enabled new system architectures
and brought the first generation of systems
designed specifically for metro applications.  The
key features of these first products were their
ability to add and drop wavelengths from a fiber
and be interconnected to form rings.  These
systems were called optical add drop multiplex-
ers (OADMs).

Typically, wavelengths were dropped in
bands (also called groups) using band reject
filters.  Banding made traffic engineering diffi-
cult because changing whether a band was added
or dropped required manual manipulation and
re-arrangement of fibers.  Also, when such chang-
es were made, the span engineering for other
channels could change.  These systems are some-
times called partial or banded OADMs.

Because these systems required manual
intervention at every site, service changes were
slow and expensive.  Their wavelength spacing
was typically only 200 GHz, resulting in low chan-
nel counts and hence high costs.  As a result, fiber
addition in a metro area or SONET overlay was
always cheaper, except where conduit exhaust
required very long fiber routes or extensive and
difficult physical builds.  As a result of these
limitations, this first generation was not heavily
deployed.

2) Second generation.
Optical technologies continued to evolve at a

rapid pace, and within a few years devices were
improved or developed to overcome the limitations
of the first generation.  Using these new devices,
a new generation of systems was developed,
including the FLASHWAVE 7500 series from
Fujitsu.  The main features of this second genera-
tion were removal of wavelength banding, closer
channel spacing, and a switch fabric that can
reconfigure wavelengths without manual inter-
vention.  Amplifiers were also improved and
allowed changes to be made within a network
without affecting other channels; this greatly
improved span and traffic engineering, thereby
reducing the operational cost of the first-
generation systems.  These systems are called
re-configurable add drop multiplexers (ROADMs).

 Although improved, this generation still had
limitations.  Cable television companies adopted
them because they had no existing SDH/SONET
network and also had simpler requirements than
telecommunications carriers.  These systems also
saw use in private enterprise rings and storage
applications, but market penetration although
growing was still low.  This generation was
unable to break the hold of SONET/SDH trans-
port products on the core networks of large
companies.
3) Third generation.

New devices that address many of the
limitations of first-generation and second-gener-
ation systems are becoming available.  Fujitsu has
chosen a device called a wavelength selectable
switch (WSS) as the core of its next-generation
products.  This device improves on the switch
fabric in second-generation systems.  The WSS
performs the traditional switching and also
performs channel power balancing and can switch
traffic between multiple rings.2)  This device
enables new network configurations such as hubs
and meshes, which gives network planners a high
degree of flexibility.

Another dramatic new development in opti-
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cal communications is the use of lasers that can
be tuned across the full range of wavelengths,3)

allowing users to dynamically reconfigure wave-
lengths within a system.  The WSS has the unique
ability to allow any input port to accept or drop
any wavelength (each port in a typical second-
generation system is dedicated to a specific
wavelength).  When full-band tunable lasers are
used with the WSS, a line card can operate at any
wavelength.  This greatly improves the time to
market for new services and simplifies network
planning.  Fujitsu has coined the term “dynamic
optical add-drop multiplexer” (DOADM) to
describe this configuration.

Carriers have previously separated different
service types onto their own networks
[Figure 1 (a)].  Each service is managed by a dif-
ferent group within a carrier, and each group has
its own requirements and often requests vastly
different topologies than the other groups.  This
has resulted in a multiplicity of networks, each
being managed and operated separately, which is
inefficient and expensive.  Typical service net-
works are voice telephony, ATM/FR, wireless
traffic, high-speed data, business enterprise data,
and storage.  Large carriers are also starting to
deploy broadcast and video-on-demand services,
like multiple system operators (MSOs) did with
previous-generation systems.

Typically, third-generation networks support
a feature called hubbing that allows several rings
or mesh networks to be supported from a single
hub with an optical interconnect between each
ring [Figure 1 (b)].  Previous systems required
back-to-back transponders to switch between dif-
ferent ring systems, which increased cost and
added failure points.  Hubbing allows multiple
networks, each with its own service type, distri-
bution, and operations, to be supported on a single
network element with no cost penalty.  Collaps-
ing multiple networks onto a single system is
called convergence.

Each service uses its own wavelengths inde-
pendently from others and therefore operates as

a separate virtual network.  This hubbing feature
also allows new networks called mesh networks
to be supported.  Mathematical studies have
shown mesh networks to be much more efficient
than today’s ring-based networks for some
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applications.  More efficient equipment utilization
leads to lower capital costs, and a highly
connected network allows more efficient routing
of different traffic types.

For new optical systems to replace existing
equipment, they must not only do everything that
today’s equipment can do, but must also offer
lower costs, new features, and other advantages.
The increased competition between cable
companies and traditional large carriers and
recent advances in technology have led to a
tipping point that will push DWDM deployments
past the second generation and into the third
generation and beyond.  Fujitsu is well positioned
to respond to this trend with its third-generation
DWDM system and is already preparing it for
migration to the fourth generation.

3. FLASHWAVE 7500 Release 4.1
architecture
Fujitsu has developed a third-generation

optical transport system called the FLASHWAVE
7500 Release 4.1 (R4.1) (Figure 2).

To develop this next-generation product,

Fujitsu looked at the following new technologies
and the differing requirements of each type of
service and network:
1) Wavelength selectable switch (WSS)

This device has a single fiber input that can
carry up to 40 wavelengths.  A grating is used to
separate the wavelengths, and each wavelength
is directed onto its own movable mirror.  This
allows automatic power management of each
wavelength and switching of individual wave-
lengths to selected output fibers.  The WSS can
also work in reverse; that is, it can direct 40
separate signals of different wavelengths into a
single fiber.  It enables many new features to be
provided in optical systems, and some of these are
described in more detail below.  Also, this device
has lower losses than previous devices, allowing
longer spans and more nodes to be placed on a
ring.  Moreover, it exhibits excellent filter shapes
and passbands, which lowers penalties due to
filter narrowing and forms a platform for future
40 Gb/s support.
2) Amplifiers

Improved amplifiers automatically adjust the
power levels at each node.  They also use a high-
speed gain control circuit and feed-forward
techniques to minimize power transients when
wavelengths are added or deleted or when a fiber
is cut or removed to prevent impact on other data
being carried through the system.4)  These
features allow simple network design and span
engineering of a network that can grow from a
few service channels to all the wavelengths been
used.
3) Full-band tunable lasers.

These lasers can be tuned across all the wave-
lengths in the optical band being used.  This allows
dynamic changing of wavelengths and a feature
Fujitsu calls DOADM.
4) Flexponders

These are tributary service cards that can
multiplex channels onto a single wavelength and
provide protection switching and grooming of
traffic between two cards.  These cards are some-

Figure 2
FLASHWAVE 7500 R4.1 front view.
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times called an “Add Drop Multiplexing (ADM)
on a card” because they provide all the function-
ality of a SONET/SDH multiplexer system, which
typically requires multiple cards in a shelf.  These
cards eliminate the need for separate boxes to
support ADM features.  They have in part been
made possible by the latest high-gate-count ASIC
technologies.
5) Forward error correction.

In forward error correction, data is divided
into blocks and mathematical techniques are used
to generate forward error correction codes, which
when transmitted with the original data allow the
receiver to discover and correct errors in the data.5)

Although this increases the transmission band-
width, it can improve optical performance and
overcome many fiber and component limitations.
Error correction techniques are used to offset
optical impairments, increase span lengths, and
allow more nodes to be placed on a ring.

FLASHWAVE 7500 R4.1 is a new system
architecture that leverages these new technolo-
gies to create a simple, cost effective, and yet
highly flexible system that can meet the needs of
multiple networks within a single network
element.

The basic architecture is shown in Figure 3
and is described below.

Traffic enters the system via transponder
cards.  The cards convert the signal to a suitable
rate, apply error correction protocols, and modu-
late a laser and tune it to a user-selected
wavelength.  In previous generations, different
transponders were required for each service type
and for each service rate.  This led to a large num-
ber of transponder card types.  Also, each
wavelength required its own preset laser, which
further increased the number of unique card types.
As a result, there are severe inventory issues for
vendors and customers.  In contrast, FLASH-
WAVE 7500 R4.1 transponder cards, which use
the latest high-gate-count ASIC technologies, can
carry a variety of services, operate at various bit
rates, and use a full-band tunable laser.  This

means that a single card can replace the large
number of cards that were previously needed.
Specifically, FLASHWAVE 7500 R4.1 has reduced
the types of transponder cards from the more than
80 needed in of previous releases to just a few.
One of these flexible cards, the Flexponder, can
carry multiple services by provisionable setting
of OC-3/12/48, STM-1/4/16, and/or GbE data; op-
erate at 10 G service rates; and work at any of the
ITU grid wavelengths in the C-band.  To further
increase flexibility, the shelf used in FLASHWAVE
7500 R4.1 has un-committed slots, so a transpon-
der card can be placed in any service slot.  This
gives the user flexibility on how to arrange traffic
and also can reduce the total number of shelves
required in some configurations.

The signal from a transponder is connected
through a multiplexer unit that combines up to
40 individual channels into a single 40-channel
signal.  The 40-channel signal is then passed
through the WSS for power balancing and combi-
nation with the through and hubbed traffic.  The
final 40-channel signal is amplified before being
placed on the line fiber.

To further increase flexibility and reduce
operating costs, FLASHWAVE 7500 R4.1 can
accept wavelengths directly from other systems
without using a transponder card if the signal
meets the system’s optical performance require-
ments.  Wavelengths added in this manner are
called alien wavelengths because they originate
outside of the system.

The entire system is duplicated, and the node
has two identical paths going in opposite direc-
tions.  For clarity, only one path is shown in
Figure 3.  Typically, one direction is called east
and the other called west.  If a single wavelength
is to be protected, then two transponders are used
to create two identical optical signals: one is
passed to an east-exiting fiber, and the
other is passed to a west-exiting fiber.  At the
destination node, the receiving transponders
select the better of the two signals and so provide
protection.  FLASHWAVE 7500 R4.1 can carry
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protected or un-protected traffic types.
A fiber coming into the system can carry up

to 40 wavelengths.  The signal is passed through
a variable attenuator and then output to a post
amplifier.  The variable attenuator optimizes the
signal level for best noise performance at the post
amplifier and also normalizes power levels at each
node around the ring, which simplifies span engi-
neering.  This process is fully automated by the
system.  The received signals are very weak and
are amplified to bring them up to levels within
the range acceptable for the optical receiver
circuitry on the outgoing transponder cards.  The

signal leaving the amplifier is split three ways to
the drop, through, and hub ports.  The operation
of each of these ports is described below.

Drop traffic is demultiplexed using a WSS
element or a low-cost arrayed waveguide (AWG).
The optical receivers on the transponder cards are
wideband and will therefore receive and recover
any wavelength that is sent to them.  Although
an AWG costs less than a WSS element, the
dropped wavelength depends on the output port
that the transponder is connected to.  On the oth-
er hand, a WSS element can drop wavelengths to
any of multiple paths.  If all the wavelengths can-
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not be supported by a single WSS card, more WSS
cards can be daisy chained to further separate the
wavelengths until each one exits a single fiber.
The advantage of using WSSs is that any wave-
length can be directed to any output fiber.  This
mode of operation is called colorless because out-
put ports are not associated with a particular
wavelength or color.  This means transponders can
be pre-positioned in any slot and services can be
provisioned to these transponders remotely and
quickly.  This added flexibility greatly improves
traffic engineering and in-service provisioning
times.  Drop signals pass to the transponder cards
that receive the optical signal, apply forward er-
ror correction, and recover the original electrical
service.  The transponders provide demultiplex-
ing and protection switching functions before
dropping client signals via low-cost SFP optical
units.

Through traffic enters a WSS element, and
wavelengths that were dropped and should not
continue are blocked from the output fiber.  The
mirrors in a WSS position wavelengths passing
through the node to the output fiber.  Other wave-
lengths are added via transponder cards through
add-port fibers on the WSS and are also directed
to the output fiber.  In this way, through traffic
and add traffic are multiplexed together and then
amplified and output from the node.

The hub port allows a new feature called
hubbing.  Figure 4 shows the advantages of this
hubbing feature.  The system described so far has
two degrees of freedom: a fiber pair sending traf-
fic to the east and a fiber pair sending traffic to
the west [Figure 4 (b)].  Hubbing allows addition-
al optical core shelves and fiber pairs to be added.
Traffic on any fiber pair can be sent to any other
fiber pair.  FLASHWAVE 7500 R4.1’s architecture
allows up to eight fiber pairs to be supported at a
single node.  Wavelengths can be changed from
any fiber to any fiber.  This feature permits new
network configurations such as meshes to be sup-
ported and enables multiple rings to be
constructed at a single site [Figure 4 (c) and

Figure 4 (d)].

4. Future
The architecture of FLASHWAVE 7500 R4.1

is very forward looking.  Current transponders in
the system operate of at a maximum of 10 Gb/s,
but the system can grow to carry signals at
40 Gb/s.  We are currently developing transpon-
ders that carry data at 40 Gb/s.  These devices
use a new optical modulation technique that keeps
the spectral bandwidth narrow and close to that
of a 10 Gb/s signal so 40 Gb/s signals can be car-
ried over a network.  A new component developed
by Fujitsu called the automatic dispersion
compensator,6),7) will be used at each 40 Gb/s
wavelength to tune out residual dispersion effects
that remain from the bulk dispersion used for
10 Gb/s signals.  This will allow 40 Gb/s signals to
go almost as far as 10 Gb/s signals.

The architecture is ready for extension to
long-haul applications.  For example, another
option will be a Raman amplifier that can be used
in front of the system’s EDFA amplifier at the end

(c) Three degrees:
     ring interconnect and spurs

(a) One degree:
      point-to-point

(b) Two degrees:
     linear chains and rings

(d) Four degrees:
     multiple ring hubbing, mesh

Figure 4
Hub configurations.
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of a span.  This will extend span distances to meet
regional networks, and more additions can make
them even longer.8)

5. Conclusion
Optical technologies have been advancing for

over 30 years.  For most of this period, these
technologies were used to enhance existing
transmission equipment — firstly by increasing
transmission distances and then by allowing more
bandwidth on a fiber.  Applications were primari-
ly in long-haul environments.  More recently,
equipment has been designed using all-optical
technologies for use in metro optical applications;
however, because of operational difficulties and a
lack of features, first-generation equipment saw
only limited deployment and did not replace
existing transmission technologies.

Optical technologies are advancing at a
rapid pace, and Fujitsu is one of the first compa-
nies to use the latest superior technologies in
new-generation optical transport products.  The
key technologies we are using are wavelength
selectable switching, forward error correction,
advanced amplifiers, full-band tunable lasers, and
flexponders.  By leveraging these technologies, we
have created a new generation of ROADMs that
features greatly improved specifications, enables
new network configurations, and eases the oper-
ational problems of previous ROADMs.  This new
generation finally meets the many needs of oper-

ating companies and is expected to become the
standard for data transmission in metro, IOF, and
long-haul networks for all types of carriers.

FLASHWAVE 7500 R4.1 has been extensive-
ly tested by a major RBOC and has passed a large
field trial.  Fujitsu has engineered the product to
be highly adaptable to new technologies; there-
fore, the platform should enjoy a long deployment
life and readily evolve from a SONET/SDH-based
circuit switched world to a packet-based world.
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